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If you are asked to remember an event described by a sentence, how will your memory be af
fected by the number of related events experienced in the same context? The experiments reported
here address this empirical question within the theoretical framework of relational and item
specific information. Assuming that both common and distinctive features of events are impor
tant in recall, encoding of both types of information should produce optimal performance. As
suming further that the type of information encoded, either common or distinctive, is influenced
by manipulations, such as the number ofrelated sentences and the orienting task, recall should
be a product of the interaction between set size and type of orienting task. The results of these
experiments were consistent with this prediction. Subsidiary analyses supported the interpreta
tion of this interaction in terms of the differential availability of relational and item-specific in
formation. The results are discussed in the context of the script pointer + tag hypothesis of schema
theory.

Among the major considerations in the theoretical
description of memory is the role of relational and dis
tinctive attributes of an event. Relational attributes are
those common to some or all elements of an event,
whereas distinctive attributes are unique to one element
of an event. Because any given event may be represented
in memory by both relational and distinctive attributes,
the theoretical challenge is to describe the function of rela
tional and distinctive information in recall of that event.

For example, the organization framework for memory
advocates an integrated encoding along some dimension
of shared attributes. The levels of processing framework,
on the other hand, has culminated in a concept of distinc
tiveness, emphasizing the importance of encoding un
shared or distinctive features of each to-be-remernbered
element (Hunt & Mitchell, 1978; Lockhart, Craik, &
Jacoby, 1976; Nelson, 1979). Thus, each ofthese major
frameworks for memory essentially is defined by its po
sition on the importance of relational and distinctive in
formation; however, curiously enough, the two positions
are contradictory .

Hunt and Einstein (1981), in commenting upon this in
consistency, proposed a compromise in which both com
mon and distinctive features are assumed to be important:
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both common and distinctive components of a to-be
remembered element may be encoded, and the two func
tion differently in retrieval. For example, common infor
mation may correspond to feature overlap among elements
of an event, and distinctiveness may correspond to
nonoverlapping features (Tversky, 1977). Furthermore,
as Tversky suggested, attention may be directed to either
shared or distinctive features. Therefore, the information
encoded about a set of discrete elements may include
shared features, unshared features, or both. At the time
of retrieval, the shared features, which represent a
"category," function to delimit the search set or dass
from which the specific item will be drawn. Precise recon
struction of the specific item depends, however, upon ac
tivation of distinctive or unshared features.

The compromise framework outlined above has certain
established empirical implications. For example, manipu
lations designed to encourage encoding of both shared and
item-specific information produce better free recall than
do manipulations that encourage encoding of only one fea
ture (Einstein & Hunt, 1980; Hunt & Einstein, 1981). At
the same time, the relational and item-specific tasks
differentially affect other dependent measures, such as
recognition, cluste ring , category recall, and items per
category recalled. The latter findings provide support for
the argument for the independence of the two types of
information. Equally important, the framework is sup
ported by empirieal success in application to a variety of
existing problems (Begg, 1978; Bellezza, Cheesman, &
Reddy, 1977; Einstein, McDaniel, Bowers, & Stevens,
1984; Epstein, Phillips, & Johnson, 1975; Glenberg,
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1979; Glenberg & Smith, 1981; Harris, Begg, & Upfold,
1980; Hunt & MitchelI, 1982; Mandler, Goodman, &
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1982; Ritchey, 1980).

Most recently, Hunt and Seta (1984) demonstrated that
set size effects in recall can be understood as a function
of shared and item-specific information. Hunt and Seta
assumed that set size reflects the number of events shar
ing features. They then varied the number of instances
of natural categories in a list. Assuming that large
categories encourage the encoding of shared information
and that small categoriesencourage item-specific process
ing, Hunt and Seta feit that the addition of item-specific
information to large categories and shared information to
small categories should enhance recall. Indeed, their
results showed higher recall of large categories follow
ing an item-specific orienting task and higher recall of
small categories following a relational orienting task. The
interaction between category size and orienting task was
predicted from the assumptionthat optimal recall involves
both shared and item-specific information.

The purpose of the present experiments was to extend
Hunt and Seta's (1984) findings to textual materials. Be
yond the obviousquestionof the empiricalgeneralityfrom
word lists, the present experiments provide data relevant
to conceptualizations of memory for connecteddiscourse.
Such conceptualizations, particularly schema theories
(e.g., Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Schank & Abelson,
1977; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1979), emphasize the
importance of thematic or shared information. However,
Einstein et al. (1984) recently demonstrated that recall of
textual materials is a function of variables affecting the
encoding of both shared and item-specific information.

In their second experiment, Einstein et al. (1984)
presented subjects with either an ambiguous passage or
a highly structured passage. Incidental orienting tasks fo
cused attention either on the relationships among the sen
tences of the passage or on the individual sentences of
the passage. Subsequent recall ofthe passage was a func
tion of the interaction between orienting task and passage
structure, such that ambiguous passages were better
recalled following the relational task and structured pas
sages were better recalled following the sentence-specific
task. Einstein et al. (1984) interpreted these results as in
dicative of the influence of materials and orienting tasks
upon the encoding of shared and distinctive information.
Structured passages and relational orienting tasks en
courage encoding of information shared by sentences,
whereas sentence-specific orienting tasks and ambiguous
passages require attentionto individual sentences. Because
recall of the sentences theoretically requires the avail
ability ofboth shared and distinctive information, superior
performance is predicted for conditions involving non
redundant combinations of passages and orienting tasks.

The present study provides additional evidence on this
question. In these experiments, subjects read sentences
describing events related to a central theme. Each ofthree
lists contained sentences related to a different theme, and
the numberof sentences related to each themevaried. Sub-

jects were asked to perform orienting tasks that were
designed to draw their attention either to the relationships
among the sentences or to each individual sentence. Ifboth
shared and item-specific information are important to
memory for specific sentences, subjects' performance
should be best following relational orientation to small
sets and item-specific orientation to large sets; that is, a
large number of sentences related to a theme draws at
tention to features shared by the sentences and away from
distinctive attributes of each sentence. Hence, orientation
to individual sentences in large sets would supplement the
shared information with sentence-specific information.
Likewise, small sets are likely not to be encoded relation
ally, but to be encoded as individual items. Relational
orientation to these small sets, therefore, should supple
ment the encoding of sentence-specific information and
improve performance.

Further support for this analysis is provided by indices
of thematic and sentence-specific information which are
assessed independently of total recall. The theoretical
framework motivating these experiments specifies that
measures of shared and itern-specific information should
be sensitive to the orienting tasks and set size in ways that
occasionally are different from recall. For example, large
sets and relational orientation should produce very high
recall of theme, but relatively poor recall of sentences,
due to the lack of sentence-specific information. Thematic
information is indexed by recall of at least one sentence
from a given theme. Sentence-specific information is in
dexedby the proportion of sentences recalled given ac
cess to a particular theme. The rationale for this measure
is that within-theme recall requires information beyond
that shared by the instances of the theme. In summary,
the predicted interaction between orienting task and set
size upon recall is further analyzed in terms of shared and
item-specific information as indexed by recall of themes
and sentences per theme.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Design and Subjects. In Experiment I, set size was manipulated

such that each subject received a list of 14 sentences. Within the
list, 8 sentences were related to one therne, 4 related to a second
theme, and 2 related to a third theme. The subjects performed one
of two orienting activities on this list, either a thematic sorting or
pleasantness rating.

The subjects were 71 volunteers from introductory psychology,
35 of whom were assigned to the pleasantness-rating condition and
36 to the category-sorting condition.

Materials. The sentences used in the experiment were simple
one- or two-proposition descriptions of events that might occur at
either a circus, an airport, or a football game. Eight different sen
tences were written for each theme (see Table 1).

The sentences were typed individuallyon index cards, and each
subject saw a list of 14 sentences. Sentences from a given theme
appeared equally often for each set size, and within this counter
balancing, 12 separate lists were constructed such that each sen
tence appeared equally often across all subjects. For example, a
given list had 8 sentences from the circus theme, 4 from the foot
ball therne, and 2 from the airport theme. Four separate versions



Table 1
Themes and Sentences Used in 80th Experiments

--------_.-

Plane Trip

The cabbie drove to the airport.
The pilot checked the instruments.
The passengers buckled their seatbelts.
The controller cleared the runway.
The bystanders watched the take-off.
The no-smoking sign was tlashing.
The stewardess offered a beverage.
The plane landed at its destination.

Football Game

The score was 14 to 7.
The stadium was packed.
The cheerleader turned a cartwheel.
The player threw a pass.
The referee called a penalty.
The team played good defense.
The band played at halt-time.
The crowd cheered the touchdown.

Circus

The elephants paraded around the ring.
The performer walked the lightrope.
The clown wore baggy pants.
The trainer cracked his whip.
The cages contained wild animals.
The ringmaster announced the acts.
The acrobat swung on the trapeze.
The monkeys were dressed in fancy clothes.

--_..~---

ofthis list were then prepared , so that each sentence from the air
port theme would be represented in the data. Finally, the order of
each list was random, with the restriction that no more than
2 sentences from a given theme occurred contiguously.

Procedure. The experiment was conducted under conditions of
incidental memory in which the subjects were told that they were
providing normative data on the sentences. Sorting instructions re
quired subjects to piace each of the 14 cards beneath its appropri
ate category heading. The cards were to be placed facedown. and
the thematic headings remained in view at all times. For the pleasant
ness rating, subjects were instructed to examine each sentence care
fully and to rate its pleasantness on a 5-point scale, where I = very
pleasant and 5 = very unpleasant. Upon completion of the orient
ing tasks, subjects were given standard free-recall instructions and
were allowed 4 min for recall.
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(two-sentence) sets also was marginally superior
(p < .07) for the sorting group compared to the
pleasantness-rating group. Furthermore, the sorting task
led to significantly better recall of small than large
categories; however, contrary to expectations, the
pleasantness-rating task did not produce reliably differ
ent performance as a function of set size. In summary,
recall was a function of the interaction between set size
and orienting task. The interaction resulted primarily from
better recall of large sets following pleasantness rating
and better recall of small sets following sorting.

Overall recall was further analyzed into themes recalled
and sentences per theme recalled as indices of relational
and item-specific information, respectively. These mea
sures are presented in Table 2 as a function of set size
and orienting task. Consider, first, recall of themes, de
fined as recall of at least one sentence from the thematic
set. The first two rows of Table 2 show nearly perfect
recall of themes from eight-sentence sets, regardless of
orienting task. However, theme recall declines with small
sets and appears to be much better following sorting than
following pleasantness rating for two-sentence sets. Since
theme recall is based on categorical data, the results in
Table 2 were subjected to Chi-square analyses compar
ing the two orienting tasks at each set size. In spite of
the apparent interaction shown in Table 2, none of the
three Chi-square comparisons was reliable.

The percentages of sentences per theme recalled are
presented in the third and fourth rows of Table 2.
Pleasantness rating produced better sentences per theme
recall than did sorting [F(l,69) = 5.5, MSe = .04]. Two
sentence sets also produced better sentence per theme
recall than did four- or eight-sentence sets [F(2,102) =

8.5, MSe = .04]. As predicted, however, these effects
were qualified by an interaction between set size and
orienting task [F(2,102) = 35.5, MSe = .04]. Recall of
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Figure 1. Percentage of correet recall as a function of set size and
orienting task in Experiment I.
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Results
Recall was scored using both gist and verbatim criteria,

but each analysis produced the same conclusions; there
fore, the data reported are from the verbatim scoring.
Results are presented for three separate dependent mea
sures: free recall, theme recall, and sentences per theme
recall.

Free-recall data are shown in Figure I as a function of
orienting task and set size. The most striking aspect of
Figure I is the interaction between set size and orienting
task, [F(2,126) = 3.61, MSe = .08 (all results reported
as reliable reached at least the .05 levelj]. Further analy
sis of this interaction via planned comparisons provided
consistent, if somewhat weak, support for the proposed
theoretical analysis. Recall of eight-sentence sets was mar
ginally superior (p < .07) following pleasantness rating
when compared to sorting. Performance on the small

1 I
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Table 2
Mean Percentages of Categories and Items per Category

Recalled in Experiment 1

sentences per theme was best for two-sentence sets,
regardless of orienting task. 1 For the eight-sentence sets,
pleasantness rating led to better sentences per theme recall
than did sorting. Thus, in contrast to the index of rela
tional information, the index of item-specific information
showed superior performance with small sets and
pleasantness-rating orientation.

Discussion
Recall of propositions was influenced by both set size

and orienting task. With eight sentences pertaining to the
same theme, memory was marginally hetter following the
pleasantness-rating orienting task, but with only two sen
tences related to a theme, the sorting task produced
slightly higher performance. Moreover, small sets were
better remembered than large sets within the sorting task,
and although the differences were not reliable, the trend
within the pleasantness-rating task was toward better
memory for large sets.

Decomposition of the recall scores into recall of themes
and sentences per theme suggests that the interaction in
recall was due to differential availability of thematic and
sentence-specific information. Theme recall of eight
sentence sets was nearly perfect, regardless of orienting
task, but declined markedly for two-sentence sets. Con
trary to expectations, however, sorting did not produce
significantly higher theme recall than did pleasantness rat
ing with two-sentence sets. In contrast, the proportion of
sentences per theme recalled was best with the two
sentence sets and was inversely related to set size.
Moreover, with the eight-sentence sets, the pleasantness
rating task produced hetter sentences per theme recall than
did the sorting task. These differential effects of set size
and orienting task upon theme and sentences per theme
recall are important for the argument that these measures
are indices of different types of information.

Although the pattern of results generally was consis
tent with expectations derived from the individual item
relational processing framework, several important
predictions were only marginally supported. In particu
lar, pleasantness rating produced slightly higher recall of
large sets than did sorting, and sorting led to slightly
higher recall of small sets than did pleasantness rating.
Furthermore, recall was not affected by set size within
the pleasantness-rating task, and orienting tasks did not
affect theme recall of small sets. All of the comparisons
were highly reliable in the Hunt and Seta (1984) study
and should have emerged here.

Sentences per Theme
Recalled

Method
Experiment 2 replicated Experiment 1 in all details except the

item-specific orienting task. Rather than making a pleasantness rat
ing, subjects were asked to supply missing 1etters for words in each
of the sentences. Approximately 25 % of the letters were missing
from each sentence; this is equal to roughly one or two missing
letters from each word. All subjects performing the blanks task suc
cessfully completed all ofthe sentences. A total of 68 subjects par
ticipated in the experiment, equally divided between the two orient
ing tasks.

Each of these cases involves the pleasantness-rating
task, and it is conceivable that rating the pleasantness of
sentences engenders considerable relational processing.
That is, the pleasantness rating of a sentence presumably
is made on the basis of the sentence's meaning. Activa
tion of the meaning of individual sentences theoretically
entails the activation of shared features for related sen
tences. Thus, the pleasantness-rating task may have
produced substantial encoding of relational information;
if so, the marginal significance of the four important com
parisons mentioned above would be explained. To explore
this possibility and the generality of the other predicted
outcomes of Experiment 1, the individual item-orienting
task was changed for Experiment 2. Instead of rating the
pleasantness of sentences, subjects were required to fill
in missing letters of words in the sentences. Einstein et al.
(1984) showed that this task focuses attention upon in
dividual sentences rather than on relationships among sen
tences. Therefore, the data from Experiment 2 should
replicate those of Experiment 1, except in cases in which
individual item information serves an important function.

EXPERIMENT 2

Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, the data were scored according to

both gist and verbatim criteria, but because the statistical
conclusions were the same, only the verbatim scoring is
reported. Again, the results are discussed in terms of three
dependent variables: free recall, theme recall, and sen
tences per theme recalled.

Free-recall performance is depicted in Figure 2 as a
function of set size and orienting task. The most striking
aspect of Figure 2 is the interactive effect of set size and
orienting task upon memory [F(2, 120) = 8.32,
MSe = .07]. Analysis of the interaction revealed better
recall of small sets following sorting than following the
blanks task, and superior recall of large sets following
the blanks task. Furthermore, the sorting task produced
significantly higher recall of small sets than large sets.
Contrariwise, the blanks task produced higher recall of
large sets than small sets. Thus, as in Experiment 1, the
interaction between set size and orienting task was due
to superior performance on large sets following an item
specific task and on small sets following a relational task.

The percentages of themes and sentences per theme
recalled are presented in Table 3. Theme recall, defined
as recall of at least one sentence from a thematic set, was
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that of small sets following the blanks task, and finally,
theme reeall was signifieantly greater for the sorting eon
dition than the blanks eondition at the two-sentenee set
size. Eaeh of these predieted results, whieh were not reli
able in Experiment I. emerged with the change to the
blanks task in Experiment 2.

In general, the results of the two experiments demon
strate that memory for speeifie sentences is best when con
ditions leading to the processing of the two different types
of information are eombined. Assuming that both shared
and itern-specific information are important in reeall, and
that large sets and sorting tasks encourage relational en
eoding whereas small sets and blanks or pleasantness
rating tasks encourage item-speeific encoding, the pattern
of results obtained in these experiments is easily under
stood. These two variables presumably influence the at
tended and encoded information, and thus, the data sug
gest that recall of specific sentences is optimal when both
shared and item-specific information is encoded. At a
general level, these experiments, along with Einsteinet al.
(1984), extend the analysis of memory in terms of shared
and item-specifie information (Humphreys & Bain, 1983)
to recall of units other than single words. More specifi
cally, the data replicate the results, and extend the in
terpretation, ofHunt and Seta's (1984) analysis ofset size
effects upon recal!.

The proposed framework assumes the importanee of
both shared and item-specificinformation in recall. Shared
information functions in retrieval to delineate a class of
events, whereas item-specific information provides pre
eise aecess to a specific event within the class. Encoding
of the two types of information may be influenced by a
variety of factors, including the person's intentions, mod
eled here by orienting tasks, and characteristies of the
material itself, as in the present case, the number of sen
tenees related to a given theme. If very few related sen
tenees are present, the individual may comprehend each
separate sentence, thereby obtaining item-specifie infor
mation, but simultaneously tail to deteet the relationships
among sentences. A large number of related sentences,
however, draws attention to the shared features ofthe sen
tences at the expense of attention to their differenees.

As noted by Einstein et a!. (1984), schema-based the
ories oftext proeessing (e.g., Anderson & Pickert, 1978;
Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977)
are primarily eoncerned with the role of shared inforrna
tion in eomprehension and memory. Schema may serve
to foeus eneoding and provide a top-down retrieval plan,
which aeeesses speeific propositions as functions of their
eentrality to the schema (Yekovich & Thorndyke, 1981);
this is precisely the role of shared information.

In agreement with the conclusions of Einstein et al.
(1984), however, our data seem to require a role for
proposition-specifie processing in eneoding and retrieval.
As in the experiment of Einstein et al., situations optimal
for encoding shared information (large sets and sorting
task in the present case) do not produee optimal recall
of specific propositions. One version of schema theory
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Table 3
Mean Percentages of Categories and Items per Category
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Sentences per Theme
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The results of Experiment 2 replieate and refine the
results of Experiment I. Reeall was best for large sets
following the blanks task and for small sets following the
sorting task. Unlike the pleasantness-rating task in Ex
periment 1, the blanks task produeed reliably higher reeall
of large sets than did sorting, and sorting produeed reli
ably higher reeall of small sets than did the blanks task.
Furthermore, reeall of large sets was reliably higher than

quite high for large sets and deelined with small sets. As
in Experiment 1, these data were analyzed via Chi-square
eomparisons between orienting tasks at eaeh set size.
Theme recall did not differ between sorting and blanks
tasks at Set Sizes 8 and 4. At Set Size 2, however, sort
ing produeed signifieantly higher recall than did the blanks
task (X2 = 4.61).

Analysis of the sentences per theme reeall revealed a
reliable effeet of set size [F(2,92) = 23.74, MSe = .03J.
This effeet is qualified, however, by a reliable interac
tion between set size and orienting task [F(2,92) = 4.97,
MSe = .03]. Subsequent Newman-Keuls analysis of this
interaction showed a reliable superiority of blanks task
over the sorting task at Set Size 8, but no differenee be
tween the two tasks at Set Sizes 2 and 4.

Figure 2. Percentage of correct recall as a function of set size and
orienting task in Experiment 2.
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that includes a "script pointer plus tag" (SP+ T) hypothe
sis (Graesser, Woll, Kowalski, & Smith, 1980; Schank
& Abelson, 1977) offers the possibility of an important
conceptual role for item-specific information. In this view,
general scripts are activated at encoding, and specific ac
tions within that script are tagged. The script relates the
specific actions and, in that sense, represents shared in
formation, and tagged actions correspond to item-specific
information. If set size is assumed to affect activation of
the appropriate script and the orienting tasks are assumed
to affect the probability or strength of "action-tagging, "
the account of the SP+T hypothesis of encoding is iden
tical to the present description.

At retrieval, however, the two ideas seem to differ in
an important respect. According to the SP+T hypothe
sis, retrieval in recall is guided solely by the script or
shared information and is not determined by item-specific
information (Graesser et al. , 1980, p.513). Such a
description provides a satisfactory account of much of the
literature on memory for text in which recall of specific
ideas may be poor. It is weIl established, however, that
precision in recall of connected discourse can be quite
good. Thus, a more complete account should include some
function for the tagged action at retrieval. This function
would be discriminative and served by item-specific in
formation; indeed, such a function is proposed for tagged
actions in recognition memory by Graesser et al.

The point of this discussion and the relevance of our
data to schema theory are not to suggest that the concept
of script be replaced with relational and item-specific
processing. Insome sense, the ideas are at different levels
of generality and serve different purposes. Rather, the sug
gestion is that memory for specific events can be concep
tualized as being a function of shared and item-specific
information, and particular theories of memory should in
clude roles for both types of information.
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NOTE

I. lan Begg and Don Homa have previously pointed out to us that
the sentence per theme comparison has the potential difficulty of different
mathematical ranges for different set sizes. The minimum percentage
possible for an eight-sentence set is .125, whereas the minimum for a
two-sentence set is .50. Note first that this is a mathematical, not psy
chological, restriction. More importantly, this is not an issue in com
parisons between orienting tasks at the same set size or in the interac
tion which is the most important aspect of the data.
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